
The Wife I Picked Up Is Too Chapter Chapter 712 

Chapter 712: A Pair of Flies 

As Lu Yingying spoke, she tried her best to shake Feng Qing’s hand. She felt that as long as Feng Qing 

exerted any strength, she would fall into suffocation again. However, she had good thoughts, but her 

hands could not exert any strength at all. Even her feet started to tremble. If not for her determination, 

she would have knelt on the ground. 

 

 

The corners of Feng Qing’s mouth curled up. Just as she strangled Lu Yingying’s neck, she sprayed a 

small amount of knockout powder on the other party’s face. The anesthetic dosage was controlled very 

well. It did not make Lu Yingying faint immediately, nor did it make her unable to use her hands and 

feet. Feng Qing released her grip on her neck when the drug had taken effect. 

 

 

However, Lu Yingying stood on the ground and wanted to move her feet. She was shocked to discover 

that her legs were not moving at all. Other than allowing her to barely support her body and not fall, she 

could not even move. Finally, the way Lu Yingying looked at Feng Qing changed completely. Other than 

panic, there was only fear! 

 

 

Feng Qing smiled sweetly and stretched out a finger to gently poke Lu Yingying’s body. Then, Lu 

Yingying’s body fell straight to the ground. She fell very hard and wanted to get up from the ground, but 

she couldn’t use any strength. 

 

 

… 

 

 

She returned to the booth. Just as Feng Qing sat down, Xia Qianxue asked drunkenly, “You were gone 

for a long time.” 



 

 

Feng Qing took a sip of wine. “Oh, nothing. I just met a pair of flies in the bathroom.” 

 

 

Xia Qianxue raised her eyebrows. “A pair of flies?” 

 

 

Feng Qing nodded. “It’s fine. I’ve dealt with them.” 

 

 

Xia Qianxue sat up straight in her chair and asked curiously, “You killed two people in the bathroom?” 

 

 

The corners of Feng Qing’s mouth curled up. “One has lost his descendants because of me, and the 

other is scared out of her wits by me.” 

 

 

At this moment, the entire bar was in chaos. All sorts of screams came from the bathroom, and then 

many people in the bar ran over. Seeing this, Xia Qianxue frowned. “It looks like things have gotten out 

of hand. Should we retreat first?” 

 

 

Feng Qing sat elegantly in the booth and slowly fiddled with her phone as she sent Xie Qi a message. “I 

just swatted two flies.” 

 

 



In less than five seconds, Xie Qi replied, “Is Young Madam injured? I’ll bring my brothers over 

immediately. Who is it that dares to let Young Madam do it herself? I want to bury those two alive.” 

 

 

Feng Qing smiled and tapped her phone. “One is the daughter of the Lu family in the Capital, and the 

other is the young master of the Cao family in the Capital. Send someone to deal with the aftermath.” 

 

 

Xie Qi immediately replied, “Alright, Young Madam, don’t worry. I’ll solve your problem immediately.” 

 

 

Feng Qing put down her phone and gave Xia Qianxue a reassuring look. If she had to avoid such a small 

matter, then Madam Xie’s position would be too embarrassing. 

 

 

Xia Qianxue raised her eyebrows and said, “You solved it by sending a few messages?” 

 

 

Feng Qing shrugged. “What else?” 

 

 

Xia Qianxue gave her a thumbs up in admiration. “D*mn! Qingqing, I didn’t expect you to be so popular 

in the Capital.” 

 

 

Feng Qing took a sip of wine and said, “It’s nothing. Actually, my husband is… doing quite well in the 

Capital.” 



 

 

Xia Qianxue was filled with respect. She was very curious about Feng Qing’s boyfriend now and wanted 

to get to know him immediately to see who he was. However, she quickly understood after thinking 

about it. Not only was Feng Qing the chairman of Blue Stocks Capital, but she was also the Healer and 

Mr. Qingyi of A Dark Organization. It was naturally normal for someone who could marry her to be 

outstanding. 

 

 

Xia Qianxue also took a sip of wine and said, “Next week, the Xia Academy of Science’s Mechanical God 

will follow the freighter back to Xia country. According to reliable sources, this god will disembark at the 

Capital dock. Didn’t you plan to settle the score with him after he cheated you so much previously?” 

 

 

Feng Qing raised her head and drank the wine in her glass. “Of course. I was cheated by him once. I’ve 

always wanted to take revenge on him, but I didn’t have a chance. This time, he finally surfaced. How 

can I let him go?” 

 

 

Xia Qianxue was a little worried. “The Mechanical God is the heart and soul of the Xia Academy of 

Science. If you touch him, it might attract the attention of the Xia Academy of Science. Are you sure you 

want to do that?” 

 

 

The corners of Feng Qing’s mouth curled up. “Don’t worry. I know very well that those old fellows from 

the Xia Academy of Science won’t do anything to me.” 

 

 

Xia Qianxue stared at Feng Qing. In the past, she felt that she knew Feng Qing quite well, but now, she 

couldn’t see through this cute little girl anymore. She could even settle the people from the Xia 

Academy of Science, the War Department, and the military. 



 

 

… 

 

 

In the blink of an eye, eight days passed. A freighter slowly docked at the Capital’s dock. The day before, 

with the dock as the center, the area within a radius of twenty miles had been restricted. This matter 

had even caused a huge commotion in the Capital, but everyone was only guessing. No one knew what 

was happening at the dock. 

 

 


